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Ninety undergraduate students who scored as high or 

low on the Snyder Self-monitoring Scale participated in an 

experiment designed to determine the joint effects of self-

monitoring and controllable or uncontrollable outcomes upon 

subsequent performance on three short-term memory tests. 

High and low self-monitoring subjects were assigned to one 

of three conditions: (1) controllable feedback, in which 

subjects received response contingent positive, "correct," 

and negative, "incorrect," feedback on a word association 

task; (2) uncontrollable feedback, in which subjects were 

given noncontingent feedback (70% negative and 30% positive); 

and (3) no-treatment. Measures of attentional focus were 

included in order to examine the role of attentional processes 

in the obtained results. In addition, the joint effects of 

treatment and self-monitoring on subjects' attributions were 

investigated. As predicted, the performance of high self-

monitors was significantly impaired by uncontrollability 

(learned helplessness), while that of low self-monitors 

was facilitated by controllability (learned competence). 

Results were discussed as supporting the contention that 

high self-monitors rely heavily on knowledge of environmental 

contingencies in order to control their environment. When 



their typically effective strategy is unsuccessful, "help-

lessness" is induced. Low self-monitors, who are less 

concerned with exercising control over environmental events, 

evidence diminished attention to and utilization of external 

stimuli. However, when these stimuli are made salient and 

the low self-monitor is positively reinforced for processing 

these stimuli, "competence" is induced. Results also 

suggest that high self-monitors, as compared with low self-

monitors, are more likely to employ self-enhancing, defensive 

strategies. Such strategies may protect self-esteem and 

decrease the likelihood of long term negative effects. 
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LEARNED HELPLESSNESS AND ATTENTIONAL FOCUS 

The phenomenon of learned helplessness was observed and 

initially identified by Seliginan and his associates (Overmier 

& Seligman, 1967; Seligman & Maier, 1967). These researchers 

demonstrated that exposure of dogs to inescapable shock 

resulted in subsequent interference with escape/avoidance 

learning in a new situation. The theory of learned helpless-

ness was developed to account for this interference phenomenon 

(Seligman, 1975). It was proposed that when an organism 

is subjected to an outcome which is independent of its 

responding, it learns that this outcome is uncontrollable. 

A generalized expectation that outcomes are uncontrollable 

develops from this experience. This expectation of uncontrol-

lability transfers to new situations where it interferes with 

responding and with the learning of response/outcome contin-

gencies. The specific symptoms associated with learned 

helplessness are (a) motivational—passivity or lowered 

initiation of voluntary responding; (b) cognitive—a failure 

to recognize the relationship between one's behavior and out-

come even when one's responses have actually succeeded in 

controlling an outcome; (c) emotional—initial emotional 

lability or anxiety followed by passivity or depression. 

A large number of studies have demonstrated that learned 

helplessness can be produced with different types of uncon-

trollable aversive events, in different learning situations, 



in a wide variety of species, and in humans (see Maier & 

Seligman, 1976 and Seligman, 1975 for comprehensive reviews 

of this literature). With the extension of the helplessness 

paradigm to research with humans, numerous investigators 

questioned the adequacy of the theory, originating in animal 

studies, for understanding helplessness in humans. This 

disenchantment led to a recent reformulation of the theory 

that incorporated an attributional framework (Abramson, 

Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). 

In the revised theory a distinction is made between 

universal and personal helplessness. 

Situations in which subjects believe they cannot 

solve solvable problems are instances of personal 

helplessness according to the reformulated hypo-

thesis. Alternatively, situations in which 

subjects believe that neither they nor relevant 

others can solve the problem are instances of 

universal helplessness (Abramson et al., 1978, 

p. 54). 

According to the reformulation, a fourth deficit of human 

helplessness—low self-esteem—occurs only in personal 

helplessness. A second important distinction is made between 

uncontrollable positive events and uncontrollable aversive 

events. The emotional deficit of helplessness—sad affect— 

presumably occurs only when subjects are exposed to 

uncontrollable aversive events. 



While certain parameters have been proposed to qualify 

the development of emotional and self-esteem deficits, it is 

important to emphasize that the cognitive and motivational 

deficits are viewed as independent of these parameters. Thus, 

the cognitive and motivational deficits are posited to occur 

in both universal and personal helpless and after exposure 

to either uncontrollable aversive or positive outcomes. 

Furthermore, in both the new and old theory the primary 

causal factor for the cognitive and motivational deficits 

is the expectation that outcomes are noncontingently related 

to one's own responses. 

The emotional and motivation deficits associated with 

helplessness have been examined in some detail (see Seligman, 

1975). However, the cognitive deficit has not yet been 

adequately explained or, for that matter, sufficiently 

defined. The learned helplessness literature, as it relates 

to the cognitive deficit in human subjects, will be reviewed 

and examined with regard to the possible implication of 

attentional processes. Subsequently, an examination will 

be made of the similarities between helplessness-induced 

deficits and those associated with test anxiety, objective 

self-awareness, and depression. 

The anagrams test task, employed as the primary depen-

dent variable in many helplessness investigations, merits 

close scrutiny. The letters of each of several anagrams is 

arranged in a particular pattern so that once the subject 



discovers the pattern, the solution to the subsequent ana-

grams should be rapid. The three dependent measures typically 

derived from the anagrams task include: (a) number of trials 

to criterion, defined as the solution of three consecutive 

anagrams in less than 15 seconds each, supposedly reflecting 

that subjects have recognized the principle of fixed-letter 

sequence; (b) number of failures to solve; and (c) mean 

response latency. The latter two measures have been viewed 

as indices of the motivational or response-initiation deficits, 

while the first measure purportedly reflects the cognitive 

deficit (i.e., difficulty recognizing response/outcome 

relations). 

However, it has been suggested that latency on the 

anagrams task may not be an appropriate measure of motivation 

(Buchwald, Coyne, & Cole, 1978; Douglas & Anisman, 1975). 

Long latencies, as well as failures to solve, do not neces-

sarily implicate diminished motivation. Subjects might be 

trying very hard, but may simply have difficulty solving the 

anagrams. Miller and Seligman (1975) have acknowledged the 

difficulty of deciding between cognitive and motivational 

explanations for deficits observed on these measures. 

In an experiment conducted by Douglas and Anisman (1975) 

subjects experienced either a complex or simple task which 

was soluble or insoluble. Following initial training, sub-

jects were given a maze task. Subjects who had received 

training with the insoluble simple task made more errors on 

the maze task than subjects in any other group. However, 



there were no differences between groups with regard to the 

latency to complete the maze or the latency to initiate the 

response. Noting the subjects did not exhibit passivity or 

refusals to attempt a response, these investigators suggested 

that initial treatment with insoluble problems affected atten-

tion or scanning processes, rather than motivation. 

Benson and Kennelly (1976), employing the anagrams test 

task, reported similar results. Subjects who had received 

insoluble discrimination problems required more trials to 

discover the anagram pattern than those who had received sol-

uble problems or no problems. In addition, subjects who had 

received soluble problems were found to require significantly 

fewer trials to learn the letter pattern than subjects who had 

received no problems. These researchers labeled this facili-

tation phenomenon "learned competence." There were no 

differences among the groups on the latency measure. Thus, 

Benson (Note 1) observed that, "individuals in this study 

evidenced impaired or facilitated learning, but not impaired 

or facilitated responding" (p. 11) . 

The question still remains as to the exact nature of 

the observed cognitive deficits. Seligman (1975) defines the 

cognitive deficit as an inability to recognize response/ 

outcome independence. Furthermore, Huesmann (1978), review-

ing the literature, concluded that an expectation of response/ 

outcome independence gives rise to the deficits observed in 

learned helplessness experiments. 



Benson and Kennelly (Note 2) have suggested that one 

fruitful line of research might involve an examination of 

the relationship between attentional or memory processes and 

learned helplessness treatment. Recently, a number of 

investigators have examined the differential attentional 

demands of various learning or problem-solving tasks (Hasher 

& Zacks, 1979; Logan, 1979; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). 

Some mental operations appear to require very little atten-

tional capacity. These processes, labeled "automatic," are 

processes for which the organism is either genetically prepared 

or prepared through extended practice or overlearning. In 

contrast, those mental operations which require considerable 

attentional capacity have been refered to as "controlled" 

(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977) or "effortful" (Hasher & Zack, 

1979) processes. 

Benson and Kennelly (Note 2) have proposed that the 

mechanism mediating the cognitive deficits observed in help-

lessness experiments may be a functional debilitation in 

controlled or effortful, as opposed to automatic, processing 

abilities. Short-term memory performance requires considerable 

attentional capacity, and these investigators found short-

term memory measures to be highly sensitive to learned 

helplessness/competence manipulations. Exposure to uncon-

trollable outcomes impaired performance on memory tasks, while 

experience with controllable otucomes facilitated performance. 

In addition, while persistance on a task was affected by 

helplessness/competence training, the failure to find 
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significant correlations between the persistance task and 

all measures of memory would suggest that cognitive process-

ing was affected independently of motivation. 

The results of two experiments conducted by Kennelly, 

Waid, Taylor, Murray, and Benson (in press) indicated that 

uncontrollable negative feedback delivered during problem-

solving efforts, rather than final "failure" feedback, was 

crucial to the production of helplessness deficits. Memory 

tasks were found to be more sensitive measures of helplessness 

effects than an anagrams task, again implicating an atten-

tional or controlled processing deficit. It was suggested 

that a substantial amount of trial-by trial uncontrollable 

negative feedback may inhibit the capacity to expend process-

ing effort. 

Kahneman's (1973) theoretical conceptualization of 

attentional processes seems especially pertinent to this line 

of reasoning. He proposed a capacity model of attention in 

which he suggested that there is a limitation on the energy 

available for performing mental operations. It was further 

suggested that this limited attentional capacity could be 

allocated flexibly among concurrent activities. In this view, 

debilitated performance may occur either because there is 

altogether not enough capacity to meet the demands of a task 

or because available capacity is channeled to other activities, 

An extension of Kahneman's capacity model of information-

processing to the learned helplessness phenomenon might 
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contribute to our understanding of helplessness-induced 

deficits. In the present investigation, it is proposed that 

helplessness/competence manipulations may exert an influence 

on the focus of attention. More specifically, it is sug-

gested that helplessness training may result in an increased 

focus on task-irrelevant stimuli. As task-irrelevant stimuli 

gain priority in the information-processing system, there is 

less spare attentional capacity available for competing task-

relevant stimuli. Therefore, performance will be impaired 

on tasks requiring a substantial amount of processing 

capacity. 

Results of several separate lines of investigation 

indicate that self-preoccupation may play a major role in 

debilitated performance observed on cognitive tasks. Due 

to the limited capacity of the information-processing system, 

allocation of attentional capacity to self-evaluation 

restricts the processing of externally presented task-

relevant information (Hamilton, 1975). This type of inter-

ference phenomenon has been noted in studies of test anxiety, 

objective self-awareness, and depression. Consequently, it 

has been suggested that the previously distinct literatures 

of test anxiety, objective self-awareness, and learned 

helplessness nay be parsimoniously integrated and explained 

by a single theory of information-processing (Carver, 1979; 

Liebling & Shaver, 1973). 



In a review of the test anxiety literature, Wine (1971) 

concluded that highly test anxious individuals perform more 

poorly on complex cognitive tasks than low test-anxious 

persons because of their tendency to focus on task-irrelevant, 

self-oriented stimuli. In Sarason's (1960) conceptualiza-

tion of test anxiety a habit interpretation is emphasized: 

This interpretation, briefly put, states that 

subjects scoring high and low in anxiety differ 

in the response tendencies activitated by person-

ally threatening conditions. Whereas low scoring 

subjects may react to such conditions with 

increased effort and attention to the task at hand, 

high scoring subjects respond to threat with self-

oriented, personalized responses. (p. 405) 

There is considerable empirical evidence to support the 

notion that highly test-anxious individuals tend to respond 

to evaluative situations in a self-ruminative and self-

deprecatory manner (Doris & Sarason, 1955; Ganzer, 1968; 

Mandler & Watson, 1966; Marlett & Watson, 1968; Sarason, 

1972; Sarason & Koenig, 1965; Sarason & Stoops, 1978). Mandler 

and Watson (1966) administered a series of digit symbol 

tasks to groups of high and low test-anxious individuals. 

Subsequently, the subjects completed a posttest question-

naire which included the question, "How often during the 

testing did you find yourself thinking how well, or how badly, 

you seemed to be doing?" (p. 276). Highly anxious subjects 
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indicated a significantly greater occurrence of such 

thoughts than subjects low in anxiety. 

Sarason and Stoops (1978) also present evidence which 

suggests that the debilitated performance of highly anxious 

individuals is associated with the interference of task-

irrelevant, self-oriented thoughts. High, medium, and low 

test-anxious subjects worked on a digit-symbol task and were 

then given a series of difficult anagrams. Prior to the 

administration of the anagrams, subjects received either 

achievement-orienting instructions (i.e., they were told 

the task was a measure of intelligence) or neutral instruc-

tions. Upon completion of the anagrams task, subjects 

completed a "Cognitive Interference Questionnaire," an 

instrument designed by the investigators to assess subjects' 

self- and task-focus during the anagrams task. High test-

anxious subjects receiving achievement-orienting instructions 

performed more poorly on the anagrams task than subjects in 

the other groups. Results also suggested that they experi-

enced more interfering thoughts and were less task-focused. 

The conceptualization of test anxiety offered by Liebert 

and Morris (1967) is consistent with the cognitive inter-

ference hypothesis. They observed that two classes of 

factors have consistently emerged from factor analyses of 

Mandler and Sarason's (1952) Test Anxiety Questionnaire: 

cognitive factors, which they labeled "worry," and indices 

of automatic arousal, labeled "emotionality." The worry 

component has been defined as, "cognitive or intellectual 
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concern about one's own performance" (Spiegler, Morris, & 

Liebert, 1968, p. 451). As Wine (1971) has emphasized, worry 

is an attentionally demanding activity. 

Morris and Liebert (1969), employing five subtests 

from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1955) 

as test tasks, found that worry scores were associated with 

impaired performance, while emotionality was unrelated to 

performance. They concluded that, "It is worry, not 

'anxiety,1 which affects performance on intellectual-

cognitive tasks and which interacts with the relevant 

variables of the test situation" (pp. 243-244). Worry, 

rather than emotionality, has also been found to be nega-

tively correlated with final examination grades and with 

subjects' pre-examination expectation of success ratings 

(Doctor & Altman, 1969; Morris & Liebert, 1970; Spiegler 

et al., 1968). 

Lavelle, Metalsky, and Coyne (1979), noting the wide 

disagreement among researchers as to the specific underlying 

cognitive and motivational deficits associated with learned 

helplessness, have also suggested that the cognitive inter-

ference explanation of test anxiety might apply to learned 

helplessness. In their study, high and low test-anxious 

subjects experienced either controllable or uncontrollable 

noise prior to the administration of an anagrams task. 

Results indicated that only high test-anxious subjects were 

debilitated by the helplessness-induction procedure. While 
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these findings suggest that the theory of test anxiety may 

have some relevance to the learned helplessness phenomenon, 

the results do not necessarily confirm the investigators' 

contention that the debilitated performance is likely due 

to experimenter-induced failure, rather than uncontrollability. 

The burgeoning literature on objective self-awareness 

is pertinent to the attentional interpretations of test-

anxiety and learned helplessness. Duval and Wicklund (1972) 

proposed that, at any given moment, one's focus of attention can 

be directed either wholly toward the self or completely 

toward the environment. In this view, attention cannot be 

divided between the self and the environment, but it 

can oscillate rapidly between the two. Thus, increased 

objective self-awareness reflects an increment in the pro-

portion of time spent in self-reflection. 

Wicklund (1975) suggested that any stimuli which remind 

an individual of his/her object status will increase objec-

tive self-awareness or self-focus. Indeed, typical 

objective self-awareness manipulations such as the presenta-

tion of a mirror image, a person's own tape-recorded voice, 

the presence of observers, and evaluation from others have 

all been found to increase self-focus. Geller and Shaver 

(1976) demonstrated that objective self-awareness manipu-

lations cause subjects to engage in self-evaluation. 

The effects of objective self-awareness, or self-

focus, have been examined by numerous investigators (see 
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Wicklund, 1975 for a comprehensive review). It is important 

to note that Wicklund (1979) has implied that controlled or 

effortful processing is relevant to the objective self-

awareness paradigm, while automatic processing is not 

pertinent in this paradigm. 

Wicklund and Duval (1971, Experiment III) found that 

objective self-awareness facilitated performance on a 

German prose copying task. It was suggested that self-focus 

may enhance motivation by increasing the salience of dis-

crepancies between aspirations and actual performance. 

Wicklund (1975) has pointed out, however, that both motiva-

tion and attention are typically required for successful 

performance. While self-focus may enhance motivation, 

attention must revert back to the task if performance is 

to proceed. Therefore, he proposed that excessive self-

focused attention may interfere with performance. 

Consistent with this line of reasoning, Liebling and 

Shaver (1973) demonstrated that increasing self-focus beyond 

a certain point resulted in debilitated task performance. 

These results suggest a curvilinear relationship between 

self-focus and task performance. 

The notion of a curvilinear relationship between self-

focus and task performance is consistent with results obtained 

in test anxiety research (Sarason, 1978). An evaluative 

instructional set has been found to debilitate the performance 

of highly anxious subjects, who are already substantially 
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self-preoccupied, and facilitate the performance of low 

anxious subjects, perhaps by increasing their self-focus and 

motivation. Conversely, neutral instructions or instructions 

which minimize the importance of a task have been found to 

decrease the self-focus of high-anxious subjects and facili-

tate their performance. However, neutral instructions have 

been found to debilitate the performance of low-anxious 

subjects, perhaps by lowering their motivation. Consequently, 

it appears that there may be an optimally adaptive balance 

between external and internal focus on most complex cognitive 

tasks. 

Carver (1979) has presented a cybernetic model of self-

attentional processes that has implications for the learned 

helplessness phenomenon. He proposed that when there is a 

discrepancy between one1s current state or behavior and a 

salient standard of comparison, self-focus initially leads 

to an attempt to match one's behavior to the standard. A 

matching-to-standard sequence will continue until behavior 

or present state is brought into line with the standard, 

unless the process is impeded in some way. Interruption can 

occur prior to the initiation of the sequence if, for 

instance, the individual perceives the task as inordinately 

difficult. In addition, interruption may occur during the 

idscrepancy-reduction attempt itself. Any interruption of 

the sequence stimulates an assessment process and a 

subsequent estimation of the liklihood of approximating 

the standard. If the outcome expectancy is positive, there 
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will be further efforts to reduce the discrepancy. This 

tendency will be enhanced by further self-focus. If the 

outcome expectancy is negative, withdrawal will result, and 

the impetus to withdraw will be exaggerated by increased 

self-awareness. 

In accordance with this model, Carver, Blaney, and 

Scheier (1979) suggested that an individual's response to 

failure should be determined by his/her expectancy about 

being able to reduce the discrepancy and his/her degree of 

self-focus. Their findings indicated that, following failure, 

negative expectancies resulted in withdrawal or decreased 

persistance on a subsequent task, while positive expectancies 

led to increased efforts to perform well. Both tendencies 

were exaggerated by increased self-awareness. Results 

suggested that expectancy effects may occur only in conjunc-

tion with some degree of self-focus. 

The emphasis on outcome expectancy in this model is 

consistent with the prominent role given to expectancy in 

both the old theory of learned helplessness and in the recent 

reformulation. However, as Carver (1979) has pointed out, 

the learned helplessness model cannot account for the effect 

of self-attention. In addition, noting that helplessness 

studies typically do not include an option for behavioral 

withdrawal, he suggested that withdrawal in helplessness 

studies may be manifested either in a tendency to focus 

on one's inability to perform or in a tendency toward mental 

dissociation from the task. 
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Another line of investigation relevant to an attentional 

interpretation of learned helplessness is in the area of 

depression. Seligman (1975), noting the similarities between 

depression and learned helplessness, suggested that helpless-

ness may be an experimental analogue of some types of 

naturally-occurring depressions. Results of numerous studies 

indicate that nondepressed subjects exposed to helplessness-

induction procedures and depressed subjects manifest the 

same deficits (Klein, Fencil-Morse, & Seligman, 1976; Klein 

& Seligman, 1976; Miller & Seligman, 1973; Miller & Seligman, 

1975; Miller & Seligman, 1976; Miller, Seligman, & Kurlander, 

1975). While the learned helplessness model of depression 

has received wide criticism (see Buchwald et al., 1978 for 

a comprehensive review), the fact remains that there are 

striking similarities between learned helplessness and 

depression. Of particular importance to the present investi-

gation is the fact that deficits in controlled processing 

have been observed in depression and in learned helplessness. 

Results of two studies indicate that, compared to 

nondepressives, depressives perform more poorly on tests of 

short-term memory (Henry, Weingartner, & Murphy, 1973; 

Sternberg & Jarvick, 1976). In both studies, short-term 

memory capacity was found to improve after treatment with 

antidepressant medications and as the depressive affect 

was relieved. Because Sternberg and Jarvik (1976) found no 

impairment of long-term memory in depressives, they concluded 

that a learning impairment in depression may be a result of 
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a lowering of awareness or diminished attentional 

capacity. 

In a summary of the research on perceptual deficits 

in depression, Miller (1975) concluded that the findings were 

consistent with the notion that depression is associated with 

either an attenuation of or lack of concern for external 

stimulation. In addition, Hasher and Zacks (1979), review-

ing the literature, indicated that current results " . . . 

suggest that the memory dysfunctions associated with depres-

sion occur for tasks requiring effortful processing" (p. 364). 

Beck (1967) assigned central etiological importance to 

the depressive*s cognitive distortions. He proposed that 

egocentric, depressogenic schemas have persevering and 

automatic qualities, resulting in systematically distorted 

perception and negative interpretations of one's experience, 

abilities, and future outcomes. According to this formula-

tion, the depressive's preoccupation with repetitive, negative 

thoughts may interfere with his/her ability to concentrate 

on external stimuli and to engage in voluntary mental 

activities such as problem-solving or recall (Beck, Rush, 

Shaw, & Emery, 1979). There is also some empirical evidence 

which suggests that the distracting nature of depressives' 

negative thoughts and worries may be an important factor in 

their debilitated performance on cognitive tasks (Foulds, 

1952; Payne, 1973). 

Finally, results of a study conducted by Diener and 

Dweck (1978) provide additional indirect support for the 
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notion that deficits observed in learned helplessness may 

be due, in part, to the focusing of attention on oneself 

or on other task-irrelevant stimuli. These investigators 

confronted children, classified as either "helpless" or 

"mastery-oriented," with a failure experience. The children's 

verbalizations were recorded both before and after failure 

while they were working on the tasks. Results indicated 

no differences between the two groups of children on perform-

ance or verbalizations prior to the failure experience. 

However, following failure, the verbalizations of "helpless" 

children were characterized by attributional statements 

reflecting a perceived lack of ability, numerous task-

irrelevant statements, and expressions of negative affect. 

In contrast, the verbalizations of "mastery-oriented" 

children included few attributional statements and were 

characterized as task-oriented, reflecting self-monitoring 

and self-instruction. 

In summary, the results of several separate lines of 

investigation suggest that attentional processes may play a 

central role in the learned helplessness phenomenon. While 

there is substantial indirect support for an attentional 

interpretation of learned helplessness, no study has been 

conducted to directly examine the effects of helplessness/ 

competence manipulations on attentional focus. 

One of the purposes of the present study is to investi-

gate the effects of helplessness/competence treatments on 

subjects differing in attentional styles. Subjects were 
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chosen according to their scores on Snyder's (1974) Self-

monitoring Scale. As compared to low self-monitors, high 

self-monitors are posited to be more concerned about the 

contextual appropriateness of their behavior, evidence 

increased sensitivity to the behavior of others, and are 

more adept at utilizing social cues in monitoring and managing 

their self-presentation and expressive behavior (Snyder, 1974). 

According to Snyder's (1974) formulation, individuals 

differ in the degree to which they rely on diverse sources of 

information to guide their behavior in social situations. 

High self-monitors rely heavily on external cues, while low 

self-monitors rely primarily on information about internal 

states, attitudes, and personal dispositions (Snyder & 

Monson, 1975). As compared to low self-monitors, high self-

monitors expend more perceptual/cognitive effort processing 

external cues that may potentially facilitate their successful 

management of environmental events (Berscheid, Graziana, 

Monson, & Dermer, 1976; Elliott, 1979). In contrast, 

the behavior of low self-monitors appears to be "controlled 

from within by their experience (they express it as they feel 

it) rather than by situational and interpersonal specifi-

cations of appropriateness" (Snyder, 1974, p. 536). 

Therefore, it appears that the high self-monitor is externally-

focused and the low self-monitor is internally-focused. 

Snyder (1972) has suggested that objective self-awareness 

manipulations, which induce self-focus, may be acute 
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manipulations of low social self-monitoring. There are 

striking similarities between the low self-monitor and the 

self-focused, or objectively self-aware, individual. 

Objective self-awareness manipulations have been found to 

increase the correspondence between self-reported attitudes 

and behavior (Pryor, Gibbons, Wicklund, Fazio, & Hood, 1977). 

Likewise, in contrast with the high self-monitor, the low 

self-monitor's behavior typically reflects his/her attitudes 

and dispositions (Snyder & Swann, 1976; Snyder & Tanke, 

1976). 

Self-attributions of causality have been found to be 

associated with objective self-awareness manipulations (Buss 

& Scheier, 1976; Duval & Wicklund, 1973). Similarly, low 

self-monitors tend to construct dispositional accounts of 

their behavior, while high self-monitors tend to offer 

situational explanations for their behavior (Snyder, 1979). 

Objective self-awareness manipulations have been found 

to result in increased awareness of internal states (Scheier, 

1976) and to enhance the salience of affect (Scheier & 

Carver, 1977). The self-presentation of low self-monitors 

is greatly affected by fluctuations in mood; the high 

self-monitor is less attentive to or better able to 

ignore potentially distracting mood states (Lippa, 1978). 

Finally, objective self-awareness manipulations have been 

associated with a lowering of self-esteem (Ickes, Wicklund, 

& Ferris, 1973). Ickes, Layden, and Barnes (1978) found a 



significant positive correlation between self-esteem and 

self-monitoring. Thus, both self-focus, resulting from 

objective self-awareness manipulations, and low self-

monitoring are associated with low self-esteem. 

In the present investigation, it is suggested that the 

divergent characteristics of high and low self-monitors may 

be fostered by relatively stable differences in attentional 

predispositions. Thus, it is proposed that the implications 

of the self-monitoring variable may extend beyond the social 

domain. In addition, if responses to helplessness/competence 

manipulations can be accurately predicted from subjects' 

levels of self-monitoring, then the results of the present 

study would lend further support to the attentional inter-

pretation of learned helplessness. 

It should be noted that a variety of factors may be 

related to and interact with the different information-

processing strategies of high and low social self-monitors 

(e.g., genetic influences, motivational variables, expec-

tancies, reinforcement histories, and affective states). 

Certainly, these factors warrant further scrutiny. However, 

attentional processes are deemed primary in the present 

investigation. 

Specific hypotheses were as follows. 

1. In the No-treatment group low self-monitors should 

perform more poorly than high self-monitors on the 

three short-term memory test tasks. Research results 
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indicate that, relative to the high self-monitor, the low 

self-monitor tends to allocate less attentional capacity to 

environmental stimuli and may be more self-focused. As the 

test tasks require considerable attentional capacity, low 

self-monitors are likely to exhibit debilitated performance 

on these measures. 

2. The helplessness/competence manipulations should 

have differential effects upon high and low self-monitors 

(i.e., treatment will interact with self-monitoring in 

determining test task performance). Uncontrollable negative 

feedback (helplessness) is expected to debilitate the per-̂  

formance ofhigh self-monitors. High self-monitors place 

great importance on maintaining control over environmental 

contingencies and have typically been successful in 

problem-solving efforts. Thus, high self-monitors have 

likely received substantial positive reinforcement for 

effortful processing and may also have come to expect that 

their effort will be effective. High self-monitors allocate 

considerable attention to environmental, task generated 

feedback and should be susceptible to uncontrollable 

negative feedback. Consequently, exposure to uncontrol-

lability may be especially threatening for high self-monitors, 

resulting in increased emotionality and decreased task-focus. 

Controllable feedback (Competence) is expected to enhance 

the performance of low self-monitors, perhaps by increasing 
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the salience of task-relevant stimuli, encouraging the 

allocation of attention outward to the task, and through 

positive reinforcement of effortful processing. 

While no hypotheses were formulated for the attentional 

measures, it seemed likely that these measures would covary 

with actual performance on the test tasks. Thus, enhanced 

performance may correspond with increased self-reported 

task-focus, while debilitated performance might be associated 

with decreased self-reported task-focus and/or increased 

self-reported self-focus 

Method 

Subjects 

Ninety undergraduate students, 18 males and 72 females, 

at North Texas State University were obtained through the 

psychology department subject pool which is composed of 

students who volunteer to participate in research for extra 

course credit. Subjects were pretested on Snyder's (1974) 

Self-monitoring Scale. Subjects scoring above 12 on the 

Self-monitoring Scale were assigned to the High Self-

monitoring group, while subjects scoring below 12 were 

assigned to the Low Self-monitoring group. These cut-off 

points correspond to the median splits employed in three 

previous investigations (Berscheid et al., 197 6; Jones & 

Baumeister, 1976; Snyder & Monson, 1975). The experimenter's 

assistants scored the Self-monitoring Scale and assigned 

subjects to treatment conditions, so the experimenter was 
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blind to subjects' levels of self-monitoring. In order to 

assure proportional representation of high and low self-

monitors and to control for possible sex differences, 

conditions were run according to identical prerandomized 

schedules for high and low self-monitoring males and females. 

Design 

The forward digit span subtest of the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1955) was administered to all 

subjects as a covariate control for short-term memory 

ability. Subsequently, subjects served in one of three 

treatment conditions: (1) uncontrollable feedback (help-

lessness) ; (2) controllable feedback (competence); or 

(3) no-treatment. The uncontrollable feedback group received 

a bogus word association task (Wener & Rehm, 1975) calling 

for subjects to state the most common word associate for 

each of 100 stimulus words. The experimenter delivered 

noncontingent feedback indicating they were correct on only 

30% of the words. Subjects in the controllable feedback 

condition received contingent feedback. The experimenter 

delivered feedback that subjects were correct if they 

responded to the stimulus word with either of two commonly 

associated words. No-treatment subjects did not receive 

the word association task. 

The test tasks consisted of a backward digit span 

task, a backward word span task, and a free recall task, 

administered in that order. Upon completion of the test 
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tasks, subjects were asked to complete a Cognitive Inter-

ference Questionnaire, three indices of attentional focus, 

a performance rating scale, and an attribution question-

naire. 

Apparatus and Materials 

Forward Digit Span Task. The forward digit span sub-

test of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) was 

administered according to the standardized instructions 

contained in the WAIS manual. 

Training Task. The training task adapted from Wener 

and Rehm (1975) was a bogus word-association task. It was 

presented to subjects as a test of "social intelligence." 

One-hundred words were chosen from the word association 

lists of Palermo and Jenkins (1964) and Jenkins (1970) 

such that each word had two associates with approximately 

equal probabilities of selection. These stimulus words were 

chosen to increase the probability that predetermined feed-

back regarding the "correctness" of a response would appear 

plausible to the subject. Each word was typed in pica 

capital letters on 15 X 10 cm. white index cards.. The 100 

cards, contained in a two-ring binder, were presented 

one at a time. 

Test Tasks. The test tasks were the backward digit 

span subtest of the WAIS, a backward word span task, and 

a free recall task. The backward digit span task was 

administered exactly according to WAIS manual instructions. 
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The backward word span task was identical to the backward 

digit span task except that nouns were substituted for 

digits. Instructions and procedures for the backward digit 

span task were followed closely in the administration of 

the backward word span task. 

The 25-word free recall list was presented on a tape 

recorder at the rate of one word each 2 seconds. The words 

were taken from a list of 925 nouns scaled for concreteness 

by Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan (1968). 

Cognitive Interference Questionnaire. This was an 

11-item questionnaire requiring subjects to rate, on a 

5-point scale, the degree to which they experienced each of 

the listed thoughts during the test tasks. 

Indices of Attentional Focus. These measures consisted 

of the following three questions: (1) "How self-conscious 

did you feel during the three tasks (numbers backward, 

words backward, and recall of words) you have just completed?"; 

(2) "How much did your mind wander during these tasks?"; 

and (3) "How easy was it for you to keep your mind focused 

during these tasks?" A 7-point scale was employed with 1 

labeled as "Not at all" and 7 as "Very much." Subjects were 

asked to circle the number most closely approximating their 

experiences during the test tasks. 

Performance Rating Scale. This was a 7-point scale with 

1 labeled as "Extremely poor performance" and 7 labeled as 
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"Extremely good performance." Subjects were required to 

circle the number which best represented their estimate of 

their performance on the three test tasks relative to other 

undergraduate students at North Texas State University. 

Attribution Questionnaire. Subjects were asked to 

indicate the degree to which each of the four following 

factors determined their performance on the test tasks: 

ability, luck, task difficulty, and effort. These ratings 

were made on a 7-point scale, with 1 labeled as "Did not 

determine outcome at all" and 7 as "Extremely important 

determinant of outcome." The scale midpoint was labeled 

"Moderately important determinant of outcome." 

Procedure 

After the subject was comfortably seated, the experi-

menter delivered the following instructions, 

Thd purpose of this study is to investigate 

college students' performance on different 

types of tasks which are believed to be 

associated with intelligence. We would appre-

ciate your trying to perform to the best of your 

abilities on all the following tasks. Please 

listen carefully to the following instructions 

for the first task. 

Subsequently, the forward digit span task was adminis-

tered in accordance with the standardized instructions and 

procedures presented in the WAIS manual. Immediately 

following this procedure, subjects in the no-treatment 
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condition received the three test tasks, the Cognitive Inter-

ference Questionniare, the Indices of Attentional Focus, the 

Performance Rating Scale, and the Attribution Questionnaire. 

However, for the uncontrollable and controllable feed-

back conditions, the word association task was administered 

after the forward digit span task. The binder, containing the 

100 stimulus words for the task, was placed in front of the 

subject. The first card, containing the sample word, "needle," 

was presented, and the experimenter delivered instructions 

almost identical to those employed by Wener and Rehm (1975), 

This test is concerned with social judgement, 

specifically that part of social intelligence 

called interpersonal empathy or the ability to 

know what others are thinking and feeling. You 

will notice that there is a word appearing on the 

card directly in front of you. Your task will be 

to say aloud the word which most people would 

associate to the word on the card. It is important 

to remember that this word may not necessarily be 

the one which you would associate to it, but the 

one which most people would associate to it. For 

example, the word on the card is "needle," so your 

correct response would be "thread," since most of 

the people associate "thread" with "needle." The 

correctness of the response is based on the 

associations of over 1,500 undergraduate students. 
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If your response is correct, I will say "correct" 

and proceed to the next card. If your response is 

incorrect, I will say "incorrect" and give you the 

correct response before proceeding to the next card. 

You may find it helpful to use this feedback to 

improve your responses as we go through the words. 

Remember, the correct association is not necessarily 

the one which you would make, but the one which most 

people would give. Are there any questions? 

For the controllable feedback group, the experimenter 

said, "correct," if the subject responded with either of the 

two common associates. If the subject failed to respond with 

either of the two associates, the experimenter said, "Incor-

rect. The correct response is ," giving the subject 

one of the common associates to the stimulus word. The 

experimenter recorded the number of correct and incorrect 

responses for subjects in this group. 

Subjects in the uncontrollable feedback group received 

predetermined, noncontingent feedback. For 30 of the words 

the experimenter said, "correct," regardless of the subject's 

response. For the remaining 70 words the experimenter 

responded, "incorrect," and then gave the subject one of 

the two common associates. On these trials, if the subject 

responded with one of the two associates, the experimenter 

chose the other associate as the correct response. The 

stimulus words that elicited positive feedback from the 
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experimenter were distributed throughout the list according 

to a predetermined randomized schedule. 

Following the word association task the experimenter 

administered the backward digit span task and the backward 

word span task. Instructions and procedures for both tasks 

paralleled those contained in the WAIS manual for the backward 

digit span subtest. Upon completion of these tasks, subjects 

were given the following instructions for the free recall 

task: 

This next task is a learning task in which I 

will present 25 words on this tape recorder. The 

words will be presented at the rate of one word 

every two seconds until all 25 have been presented. 

Your task is to remember as many of the words as you 

can. After you have heard the entire list I will 

turn off the tape recorder, and you will be asked 

to repeat to me as many words from the list as you 

can remember. You may repeat the words in any 

order. They do not necessarily have to be in the 

same order as they were presented on the recorder. 

Do you have any questions? 

After any questions were answered, the recorder was 

activated. Following the presentation of the free recall 

list, the experimenter instructed, "Repeat to me all the 

words you can remember." The experimenter recorded subjects' 

responses on a checklist. 
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The experimenter then asked subjects to complete the 

self-report measures in the following order: the Cognitive 

Interference Questionnaire, Indices of Attentional Focus, 

Performance Rating Scale, and the Attribution Questionnaire. 

Each measure included instructions, but the experimenter 

encouraged subjects to ask questions if they had any doubts 

about the proper procedures. When all self-report measures 

were completed, the experimenter conducted an unstructured, 

postexperimental interview in order to examine subjects' 

perceptions of the word association task, to probe for sus-

piciousness or possible advanced knowledge of the purpose of 

the experiment, and to further assess subjects' reactions 

to the experiment in general. Subsequently, subjects were 

thoroughly debriefed and thanked for their participation. 

Results 

To insure that the random assignment of subjects to 

conditions produced comparable treatment groups, separate 

one-way analyses of variance were computed on the self-

monitoring scores for high and low self-monitors. The means 

and standard deviations of self-monitoring scores are pre-

sented in Appendix A. Results of the analysis of variance 

on low self-monitors' scores indicated no significant 

differences among treatment conditions, P (2, 42) = 1.29. 

The analysis of variance on high self-monitors' scores 

yielded a significant effect, F (2, 42) = 3.27, p < .05. 

However, results of mean comparisons, all two-tailed tests, 
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indicated that the high self-monitors' scores were only 

marginally higher in the uncontrollable feedback condition 

than in the no-treatment condition, F (1, 42) = 3.29, 

p < .10. The controllable feedback condition did not differ 

significantly from the uncontrollable feedback or no-

treatment conditions, F (1, 42) = 2.63 and F (1, 42) = .73, 

respectively. 

It should also be noted that not only was the differ-

ence between the uncontrollable feedback and no-treatment 

conditions a marginal one, but the direction of the difference 

indicated a bias against the experimental hypothesis. In 

the absence of treatment effects, high self-monitors were 

expected to perform better than low self-monitors on the 

short-term memory test tasks. In the no-treatment condition, 

this prediction was partially confirmed. Therefore, the 

finding that high self-monitors' scores were marginally 

higher in the uncontrollable feedback condition than in the 

no-treatment condition represented a bias against the 

experimental hypothesis. 

While subjects in the uncontrollable feedback condi-

tion received a randomly determined schedule of 70% negative 

and 30% positive feedback, the actual performance of subjects 

in the controllable feedback condition determined their 

feedback. Low self-monitors in the controllable feedback 

condition received 50.8% positive feedback, with a standard 

deviation of 5.10. High self-monitors also received 50.8% 

positive feedback, and the standard deviation was 3.76. 
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In order to reduce the chance of inappropriately find-

ing "significant" results in multiple univariate analyses, 

a multiple discriminant function analysis was computed with 

the six groups and twelve dependent variables. A single 

discriminant function was found to be significant (p = .01, 

canonical correlation = .58). Subsequently, separate 2 

(Self-monitoring) X 3 (Treatment) analyses of variance, some 

with correlational corrections, were performed on each of 

the twelve dependent measures. 

Short-term Memory Tasks 

Forward digit span was analyzed as a potential covariate 

control for ahility. and/or motivation.- The means and stand-

ard deviations for the forward digit span pretest, as well 

as the adjusted means and standard deviations for the three 

short-term memory test tasks are presented in Table 1 (see 

Appendix B for unadjusted test task means). The analysis 

of variance on forward digit span revealed no significant 

effects, all Fs < 1. However, correlational analyses between 

forward digit span and each of the short-term memory test 

tasks yielded the following correlations: backward digit 

span (r = .42, p < .001), backward word span (r = .39, 

p < .001), and free recall (r = .28, p < .01). Therefore, 

2 X 3 analyses of covariance, with forward digit span as the 

covariate, were computed for each of the three test tasks. 

Results of the analysis of covariance on backward digit 

span yielded no significant main effect for self-monitoring, 
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F (1, 83) = .003, a significant treatment effect, F (2, 83) = 

3.40, p < .05, but no significant treatment X self-monitoring 

interaction, F (2, 83) = 1.25. Similarly, on the backward 

word span measure results indicated a significant treatment 

effect, F (2, 83) = 3.19, p < .05, but no significant self-

monitoring or interaction effects, both Fs < 1. Finally, 

no significant effects were obtained on the free recall 

measure, all Fs equal to or less than 1.53. Although no 

significant treatment X self-monitoring effects were obtained, 

results of the planned comparisons on the backward digit 

and word spans, all one-tailed tests, supported the hypo-

thesized differential effects of treatment on subjects 

differing in level of self-monitoring.1 

On backward digit span, high self-monitors in the uncon-

trollable feedback condition performed more poorly than high 

self-monitors in the no-treatment condition, F (1, 83) = 

5.03, p < .01, and the controllable feedback condition, 

F (1, 83) = 7.58, p < .01. No significant differences were 

observed between the controllable and no-treatment conditions 

F (1, 83) = 2.55. In contrast, the uncontrollable negative 

feedback treatment did not debilitate the performance of low 

self-monitors, but the controllable feedback enhanced their 

performance. Results indicated that low self-monitors 

performed better in the controllable feedback condition than 

in the no-treatment condition, F (1, 83) = 3.67, p < .05, 

•̂ Planned comparisons were computed on means adjusted for 
the covariate. 
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while the uncontro11able feedback condition did not differ 

significantly from the no-treatment or controllable feedback 

conditions, F (1, 83) = .96 and F (1, 83) = 2.71, respectively. 

Results for the backward word span measure paralleled 

those obtained for backward digit span. The performance of 

high self-monitors in the uncontrollable feedback condition 

was inferior to their performance in the no-treatment condi-

tion, F (1, 83) = 6.00, p < .01, and the controllable feed-

back condition, F (1, 83) = 8.25, p < .01. The controllable 

feedback and no-treatment groups did not differ significantly, 

F (1, 83) = 2.25. Low self-monitors evidenced better per-

formance in the controllable feedback condition than in the 

no-treatment condition, F (1, 83) = 3.54, p < .05, and the 

uncontrollable feedback condition, F (1, 83) = 3.32, p < 

.05. The uncontrollable and no-treatment groups were not 

significantly different, F (1, 83) = .21. 

Although the analysis of covariance indicated no signif-

icant effects on the free recall measure, planned comparisons 

were justifiably computed because a priori hypotheses had 

been formulated (Winer, 1971). Results indicated that the 

performance of high self-monitors was marginally poorer in 

the uncontrollable feedback condition than in the no-treatment 

condition, F (1, 83) = 1.83, p < .10. No other comparisons 

approached significance, all Fs equal to or less than 1.23. 

As predicted, in the no-treatment condition the 

performance of high self-monitors was superior to that of 

low self-monitors on the backward word span test, F (1, 83) 
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= 4.39, p < .01. High self-monitors evidenced marginally 

better performance than low self-monitors on the backward 

digit span test, F (1, 83) = 2.23, p < .10, and on the free 

recall test, F (1, 33) = 2.17, p < .10. 

Cognitive Interference Scale and Attentional Measures 

The means and standard deviations for the Cognitive 

Interference Scale and the three indices of attentional focus 

are presented in Table 2. The analysis of variance on the 

Cognitive Interference Scale indicated no significant effects, 

all Fs < 1. In addition, no significant effects were 

obtained on the self-consciousness measure, all Fs equal to 

or less than 1.85. 

The analysis of variance on the mind wander item revealed 

a significant effect for self-monitoring, F (1, 84) = 3.76, 

p < .05, no significant treatment effect, F (1, 84) = .03, 

and a trend toward a treatment X self-monitoring interaction, 

F (1, 84) = 2.90, £ < .07. Results for the task focus item 

indicated no main effect for self-monitoring, F (1, 84) = 

.14, a significant main effect for treatment, F (1, 84) = 

3.22, p < .05, and a trend toward a treatment X self-

monitoring interaction, F (1, 84) = 2.50, p < .09. 

A series of mean comparisons, all two-tailed tests, 

were performed on those measures for which the analyses of 

variance indicated significant or marginal effects. Results 

for the mind wander item indicated that low self-monitors 

reported that their minds wandered marginally more in the 
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uncontrollable feedback condition than in the controllable 

feedback and no-treatment condition, F (1, 84) = 3.04, p < 

.10 and F (1, 84) = 2.81, p < .10, respectively. The con-

trollable feedback and no-treatment conditions were not 

significantly different, F (1, 84) = .23. High self-monitors' 

self-reports on this measure did not vary significantly 

according to treatment conditions, all Fs equal to or less 

than 2.59. However, high self-monitors reported that their 

minds wandered to a greater extent than low self-monitors in 

the controllable feedback and no-treatment conditions, F 

(1, 84) = 4.11, p < .05 and F (1, 84) = 3.46, p < .10, res-

pectively. No differences were observed between high and low 

self-monitors in the uncontrollable feedback condition, 

F (1, 84) = 1.52. 

On the task focus item, high self-monitors reported 

significantly less difficulty focusing on the tasks in the 

uncontrollable feedback condition than in the controllable 

feedback and no-treatment conditions, F (1, 84) = 5.17, 

p < .05 and F (1, 84) = 4.39, p < .05, respectively. The 

no-treatment and controllable feedback conditions did not 

differ, F (1, 84) = .78. Low self-monitors reported margin-

ally more difficulty focusing in the controllable feedback 

group than in the no-treatment group, F (1, 84) = 3.65, 

p < .10. The uncontrollable and no—treatment groups were 

not significantly different, F (1, 84) = 1.83. Finally, 

high self-monitors tended to report less difficulty focusing 

than low self—monitors in the uncontrollable feedback condition 
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F (1, 84) = 3.61, p < .10. No differences were observed 

between high and low self-monitors in the controllable and 

no-treatment conditions, F (1, 84) = .27 and F (1, 84) = 

2.60, respectively. 

Performance Ratings and Attribution Measures 

The means and standard deviations for self—reported 

performance ratings and attribution measures are presented in 

Table 3. Results of the analysis of variance on the perform-

ance rating measure revealed no main effects for self-

monitoring or treatment, both Fs < 1. However, a trend toward 

a treatment X self-monitoring interaction was obtained, 

F (2, 84) = 2.59, p < .09. 

Results of mean comparisons, all two-tailed tests, 

indicated that high self—monitors rated their level of per-

formance on the test tasks significantly lower in the 

no-treatment condition than in the uncontrollable and control-

lable feedback conditions, F (1, 84) = 5.77, p < .05 and 

F (1, 84) = 4.83, p < .05, respectively. The uncontrollable 

and controllable feedback conditions were not significantly 

different, F (1, 84) = .94. Low self-monitors' ratings 

did not vary significantly across treatment conditions, all 

Fs equal to or less than 2.38. 

In comparing the perfomrance ratings of high and low 

self-monitors, results indicated that low self-monitors 

rated their performance significantly higher than high self-

monitors in the no-treatment condition, F (1, 84) =4.83, 

p < .05. However, in the uncontrollable feedback condition 
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low self-monitors rated their perfomrance marginally lower 

than high self-monitors, F (1, 84) = 2.88, p < .10. 

It should be noted that in the no-treatment group, low 

self-monitors' performance ratings were highly correlated with 

their actual performance on the backward digit span, r = .58, 

p < .01, backward word span, r = .41, p < .10, and free recall, 

r = .52, p < .05. Low self-monitors' performance ratings 

were not significantly correlated with actual performance in 

any other treatment condition. High self-monitors' perform-

ance ratings were not significantly correlated with their 

actual performance in any treatment condition, with the 

exception of the backward word span test in the controllable 

feedback condition, r = .65, p < .01. 

Analysis of variance on the ability attribution item 

yielded no significant effects, all Fs equal to or less than 

2.31. Results for the luck attribution measure also failed to 

reveal significant effects, all Fs equal to or less than 1.35. 

The analysis of variance on the task difficulty attri-

bution item yielded a significant main effect for self-

monitoring, F (1, 84) = 6.55, p < .05, but no treatment or 

interaction effects, both Fs equal to or less than 1.47. 

Results for the effort attribution item revealed a significant 

main effect for self-monitoring, F (1, 84) = 11.78, p < .01, 

but no treatment or interaction effects, both Fs < 1. Inspec-

tion of the means indicates that high self-monitors made 

stronger attributions to task difficulty and effort than low 

self-monitors. 
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Discussion 

Results of the present study indicate that helplessness/ 

competence manipulations have differential effects on 

individuals who employ divergent strategies in processing 

information about themselves and their environment. As 

predicted, the helplessness treatment (uncontrollable feed-

back) significantly debilitated the performance of only high 

self-monitors, and the competence treatment (controllable 

feedback) significantly enhanced performance only among low 

self-monitors. These effects were obtained on two of the 

three short-term memory test tasks. The failure to find 

significant effects on the free recall test, the last test 

task administered, may be due to the tenuousness of the 

treatment effects in short-term laboratory experiences or the 

relative insensitivity of the free recall test. 

In a recent study, investigators employed helplessness/ 

competence induction procedures which were almost identical 

to those employed in the present study (Kennelly, Crawford, 

Waid, & Rahaim, in press). While helplessness effects were 

obtained no competence affects were observed. These 

researchers suggested that their failure to obtain competence 

effects may have been due to the difficulty of the task 

employed in the competence manipulation. However, the fact 

that competence effects were obtained in the present study may 

be due to the selection of subjects on the basis of their level 

of self-monitoring. These results lend support to the conten-

tion that certain aspects of the self-monitoring variable 
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mediate the effectiveness of helplessness/competence 

manipulations. 

The differential effects of helplessness/competence 

treatments on high and low self-monitors resembles the 

results obtained for indivdiuals differing on the locus 

of control dimension (Benson & Kennelly, 1976; Gregory, 

Chartier & Wright, 1979). Parallel results have been 

obtained with level of depression, as well (Miller & Seligman, 

1975). High self-monitors respond to helplessness/competence 

manipulations in a manner similar to internal and non-

depressed subjects; whereas, low self-monitors respond like 

external and depressed subjects. 

The similarities between the dimensions of self-monitoring 

and depression have been further supported by the results of 

a recent study in which level of self-monitoring was found 

to be significantly and inversely correlated with depression 

(Rahaim, Waid, Kennelly, & Stricklin, 1980). Snyder and 

Monson (1975), examining the relationship between self-

monitoring and locus of control, reported a minimal correlation 

between the two variables, r = .19, p < .10. Thus, there 

may be some slight overlap between the two variables, with 

high self-monitors tending toward an internal locus of 

control, and low self-monitors tending toward an external 

locus of control. 

It is proposed that variations in attentional or pro-

cessing styles may play a prominent role in the observed 
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differential effects of helplessness/competence treatments 

on subjects differing in levels of self-monitoring, depres-

sion, and locus of control. Diminished ability and/or 

motivation to attend to and fruitfully utilize information 

regarding environmental contingencies has been noted among 

depressives (Lazarus, 1968; Beck et al., 1979), externals 

(Lefcourt, 1967), and low self-monitors (Snyder, 1979). 

With regard to the present investigation, it has been., 

noted that low self-monitors expend less cognitive effort 

in processing external cues which might maximize their 

chances of succeeding in a given situation. Attention to 

and utilization of such external cues may be so attenuated 

that these stimuli must be made especially salient in order 

for the low self-monitor to beneficially utilize them. In 

the present study a process similar to the phenomenon which 

Lefcourt (1967) has labeled "cue explication" may have 

played a role in the enhanced performance of low self-monitors 

in the controllable feedback (competence) condition. 

Noting that explicit task cues improve the performance 

of externals, but not internals, Lefcourt (1967) defined 

cue explication as a process which makes the external 

subject ". . . aware of the availability of reinforcements, 

and perhaps, of the methods of maximizing his chances of 

succeeding in given tasks" (p. 378). Gregory et al. (1979) 

have suggested that one means of cue explication is making 

explicit the contingency between response and outcome. 
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Viewed from this perspective, it can be argued that in 

the present study controllable feedback enhanced the per-

formance of low self-monitors by increasing their awareness 

of response/outcome contingencies and available reinforcements, 

thereby increasing their attentiveness to opportunities for 

obtaining reinforcement. High self-monitors are already 

quite sensitive to reinforcement potentials in response/ 

outcome contingencies. Thus, a ceiling effect may explain 

why high self-monitors were not affected by the competence 

manipulation. 

Some results, however, suggest that simply making 

subjects aware of response/outcome contingencies and avail-

able reinforcements may not be sufficient in enhancing 

performance. Following helplessness induction, Teasdale 

(1978) had subjects either successfully solve a task (real 

success) or think about their previous success on the same 

cognitive task administered prior to the helplessness induc-

tion (recalled success). While both procedures should 

demonstrate to subjects that their responses can lead to 

positive outcomes, only real success eliminated the cogni-

tive deficits associated with the helplessness induction. 

Therefore, actual reinforcement during problem-solving 

efforts may also be an important factor in the reversal of 

helplessness deficits. 

Extending this line of reasoning to the present study, 

it is suggested that the effectiveness of the controllable 

feedback manipulation may have been due, in part, to the 
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reinforcement of effortful processing and active problem-

solving. As effortful processing involves the allocation of 

attentional capacity to the task at hand, subjects were 

reinforced for attending to and utilizing task-relevant 

stimuli. High self-monitors typically expend substantial 

perceptual/cognitive energy in processing environmental 

stimuli. Therefore, due to a ceiling effect, they were 

unaffected by the treatment, while low self-monitors bene-

fitted from it. 

With regard to the helplessness manipulation, the 

performance of high self-monitors was debilitated by exposure 

to uncontrollable negative feedback, while the performance 

of low self-monitors was unaffected by this manipulation. 

The low self-monitor, who typically evidences deficits in 

effortful processing of environmental stimuli, may have been 

unaffected by the helplessness induction due to a floor 

effect. It is also possible that the low self-monitor 

had lower expectancies regarding personal control over out-

comes. Therefore, uncontro11ability would be less disturbing 

to the low self-monitor. 

As compared with the low self-monitor, the high self-

monitor is more concerned with obtaining knowledge of 

environmental contingencies and has a history of effectively 

utilizing this information to control his/her self-presentation 

and environment. Therefore, the lack of response/outcome 

contingency should be especially salient for the high 

self—monitor, as well as the resulting ineffectiveness of 
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his/her typically effective problem-solving strategies. 

Consequently, helplessness manipulations would be expected 

to be more alarming or arousing for the high self-monitor. 

In addition, the high self-monitor is posited to be more 

concerned about his/her self-repsentation than the low 

self-monitor. Therefore, it is possible that the high self-

monitor was more disturbed by the possibility of being 

evaluated negatively by the experimenter following a 

"poor performance" on the word association task. 

There are several possible explanations for high 

self-monitors' subsequent debilitated performance, many of 

which are not inconsistent with one another. Consistent with 

Carver's (19 7 9) formulation, these subjects may have with-

drawn psychologically from the threatening situation; and, 

consequently, failed to exert themselves on the test tasks. 

It is also possible that heightened emotionality induced 

distraction and increased the generation of competing 

task-irrelevant thoughts. For example, these subjects may 

have been expending excessive effort in trying to understand 

and/or rationalize their experience. Finally, other 

defensive processes, such as denial and repression, may have 

been mobilized. 

Rationalization, repression, and denial are defensive 

processes requiring the expenditure of psychic energy which 

might otherwise be invested in problem-solving tasks. In 

this regard, Ericksen (1952) indicated that such defensive 
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processes not only lead to poorer recall of ego-threatening 

stimuli, but may also result in a general lowering of 

awareness or diminished processing capacity. In the present 

study, an examination of the performance ratings, as well as 

the attentional and attribution measures, suggests that 

defensive processes may have played a role in high self-

monitors' debilitated performance following helplessness-

induction. 

Although high self-monitors' actual test-task perform-

ance was substantially debilitated by the helplessnes 

induction, they rated their performance significantly higher 

in the uncontrollable feedback (helplessness) condition than 

in the no-treatment condition. High self-monitors also 

reported significantly less difficulty focusing on the tasks 

in the uncontrollable feedback condition than in the no-

treatment group. As the test tasks required considerable 

attentional focus, one would expect that a poorer actual 

performance would be associated with more difficulty focusing. 

The results suggest that high self-monitors in the uncontrol-

lable feedback condition may have been employing self-enhancing, 

defensive strategies. 

High self-monitors, as compared to low self-monitors, also 

made stronger attributions to task difficulty. According to 

the reformulated helplessness hypothesis (Abramson et al., 

1978), attributions to task difficulty implicate universal, 

as opposed to personal, helplessness. Lowered self-esteem is 

associated only with personal helplessness. In addition, 
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Kuiper (1978) has suggested that attributions to task diffi-

culty may reflect a defensive self-protective strategy. 

Therefore, high self-monitors' tendencies to make task 

difficulty attributions across all conditions may reflect 

the defensive self-enhancing strategy discussed above. 

Finally, the attributional style of high social self-

monitors also suggests that the observed helplessness deficits 

may be relatively transient and may not generalize to a broad 

range of situations. According to the reformulated helpless-

ness hypothesis, attributions to unstable factors (e.g., 

effort) and to specific factors (e.g., task difficulty) may 

result in less chronic and less generalized helpless ness 

effects. The attributional style of high self-monitors 

may protect self-esteem and also blunt the long term impact 

of negative environmental events or personal failure. 

One of the adaptive functions of ego defenses is the 

protection of one's sense of self-esteem (Fenichel, 1945). 

Under certain circumstances, the protection of self-esteem 

may be more critical to successful adaptation than the 

accurate processing of environmental stimuli. Therefore, 

flexible use of self-enhancing, defensive strategies, under 

threatening circumstances, may be an important factor in the 

high self-monitor's adaptation and in his/her ability to 

master environmental events. 

Several lines of research support this contention. In 

an investigation of subject characteristics and defensive 

styles, several researchers found that individuals with high 
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ego strength recalled more successes than failures on the pre-

vious task only under high anxiety conditions. Under less 

threatening conditions they tended to recall more failures than 

successes (Alper, 1957; Ericksen, 1954). These results are 

consistent with the present findings indicating that high self-

monitors rated their performance higher in the helplessness 

condition than in the no-treatment condition. Their ratings 

were uncorrelated with actual performance in both conditions. 

Lewinsohn, Mischel, Chaplin, and Barton (1980) found 

that, as compared to depressives, nondepressives engaged in 

more self-enhancing distortions, rating themselves more posi-

tively than they were rated by others. Depression is inversely 

correlated with self-monitoring (Rahaim et al., 1980). 

Finally, Berscheid et al. (1976) found that as subjects' 

reinforcement became increasingly contingent on another 

indivdiual, high self-monitors ascribed more positive charac-

teristics to this individual than low self-monitors. They 

suggested that high self-monitors may tend to arrive at 

wish-fulfilling conclusions about another's dispositions 

when their outcomes depend on this other person. 

It is plausible that self-enhancing distortions and 

wish-fulfilling conclusions may foster positive outcome and 

self-efficacy expectancies. It was suggested earlier that 

high self-monitors might have been more disturbed by uncon-

trollability because they may have higher outcome and 

self-efficacy expectations than low self-monitors. It is 

also possible that the controllable feedback condition 
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increased low self-monitors' self-efficacy and/or outcome 

expectancies; and, as a result, task-focus was enhanced. 

As measures of expectancy were not employed in the present 

study, it is impossible to determine whether possible 

differences in initial expectancies influenced subjects' 

responses to helplessness/competence manipulations. Future 

research is indicated to determine whether high and low 

self-monitors differ in their outcome and self-efficacy 

expectations. 

In addition, factor analyses of the Self-monitoring 

Scale have recently been conducted in two separate investi-

gations (Briggs, Cheek, & Buss, 1980, Bagrenya & Arkin, 1980). 

In these studies similar distinct factors were identified, 

indicating that the scale was not unidimensional. Briggs, 

Cheek, and Buss (1980) identified the following three factors: 

acting ability, extraversion, and other-directedness. In the 

study conducted by Gabrenya and Arkin (1980) the factor 

analysis yielded four minimally correlated factors: acting 

ability, sociability, other-directedness, and speaking ability. 

Any one or all of these factors may have contributed to the 

observed differential effects of helplessness/competence 

manipulations on high and lox-7 self-monitors. Therefore, 

future research differentiating self-monitors with regard 

to these factors is indicated. 

In summary, the results of the present study suggest 

that the information-processing strategies that individuals 

employ may have a substantial impact on their ability to 
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deal effectively with their environment. As Murray and 

Jacobson (1978) have noted, "Information processing is not 

just another topic in psychology, it is a new way of look-

ing at the entire spectrum of human functioning" (p. 667). 

The application of information-processing concepts to the 

study of adaptive and maladptive behavior would involve an 

examination of the individual's attentiveness to internal 

and external stimuli, his/her interpretations of these 

events, and the utilization of these stimuli in problem-

solving activities. 

The present findings also have clinical and educational 

implications regarding remedial procedures which may enhance 

the depressive's social and intellectual functioning. 

Specific strategies which might be particularly beneficial 

include: (1) attentional training, involving instruction and 

practice in attending to relevant external cues and ignoring 

distracting internal stimuli (Meichenbaum, 1972); (2) train-

ing in specific problem-solving skills, coupled with 

reinforcement for active problem-solving efforts (Mahoney, 

1977); and (3) techniques, such as attribution retraining 

designed to reduce typical dysfunctional interpretations 

of events and to foster more adaptive cognitives (Beck 

et al., 1979). 
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Appendix A 

Means and Standard Deviations of 
Self-monitoring Scores 

Treatment Condition 

Uncontrollable Controllable 
Feedback Feedback No-treatment 

High Self-monitors 

X 16.20 15.80 14.40 

SD 3.10 1.26 1.06 

Low Self-monitors 

X 8.87 7.47 8.67 

SD 2.23 3.14 2.29 
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Appendix B 

Unadjusted Means for the Three Short-term Memory 
Test Tasks 

Measure 

Treatment Condition 

Uncontrollable Controllable No-
Feedback Feedback Treatment 

High Self-monitoring 

Backward Digit 
Span 

Backward Word 
Span 

Free Recall 

Backward Digit 
Span 

Backward Word 
Span 

Free Recall 

4 . 4 7 5 . 5 3 

3 . 9 3 4 . 8 0 

8 .67 9 . 3 3 

Low Self-monitoring 

5 . 1 3 

4 . 2 7 

9 . 5 3 

5 . 3 3 

4 . 4 7 

8.60 

5 .07 

4 . 4 7 

9 . 8 0 

4 . 8 7 

4 . 1 3 

8 . 5 3 
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